
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST CULTURAL ACTIVISM AND THE DEFINITION

AND EXAMPLE OF ACT UTILITARIANISM

Gewirth portrays his argument with the example of an innocent mother held hostage by .. is equated with classic slavery
and battled against by human rights activists. . The classic model is a kind of act utilitarianism that focuses on the utility
Cultural relativism, therefore, poses a serious hurdle to global human rights.

But this notion of equality is consistent with animal exploitation if the consequences justify that exploitation
and if the decision to exploit is not based on species discrimination. This does not mean that they are unable to
make a decision. Another justification for the state's ability to conscript citizens and sacrifice their lives might
come from an argument that the state has some special rights that even individuals do not possess. In the last
chapter of Utilitarianism, Mill concludes that justice, as a classifying factor of our actions being just or unjust
is one of the certain moral requirements, and when the requirements are all regarded collectively, they are
viewed as greater according to this scale of "social utility" as Mill puts it. While rule utilitarians do not deny
that there are people who are not trustworthy, they can claim that their moral code generally condemns
violations of trust as wrongful acts. Singer argues that animal advocates should support "any legislation that
reduces the suffering of animals or enables them to meet their needs more fully. Marx's criticism is more a
criticism of Bentham's views or similar views of utility, than utilitarianism itself. The clarity of the ideal state
is important because that clarity will help to inform a more definite theory about how the individual ought to
behave on the micro- and macro-levels of moral decision. Singer believes that reason now compels the equal
consideration of all people's interests: If I have seen that from an ethical point of view I am just one person
among the many in my society, and my interests are no more important, from the point of view of the whole,
than the similar interests of others within my society, I am ready to see that, from a still larger point of view,
my society is just one among other societies, and the interests of members of my society are no more
important, from that larger perspective, than the similar interests of members of other societiesâ€¦ Taking the
impartial element in ethical reasoning to its logical conclusion means, first, accepting that we ought to have
equal concern for all human beings. John was educated according to Bentham's principles , including
transcribing and summarising much of his father's work whilst still in his teens. It might instead be argued that
almost all political arguments about a future society use an unspoken utilitarian principle, all sides claiming
that their proposed solution is the one that increases human happiness most. For classical utilitarians, such as
Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill, pleasure alone was intrinsically valuable and pain alone was
intrinsically not valuable. All subjects-of-a-life have equal inherent value, and it violates the respect principle
to ignore the inherent value of any such being because some other beings would "benefit" from ignoring that
value. Perhaps aware that Hutcheson eventually removed his algorithms for calculating the greatest happiness
because they "appear'd useless, and were disagreeable to some readers", [23] Bentham contends that there is
nothing novel or unwarranted about his method, for "in all this there is nothing but what the practice of
mankind, wheresoever they have a clear view of their own interest, is perfectly conformable to. We may
voluntarily set aside our rights for a temporary period, but not to give them up completely. Act Utilitarianism:
Pros and Cons Act utilitarianism is often seen as the most natural interpretation of the utilitarian ideal. In this
instance, the principle of intervening action invoked by Gewirth would mean that the police are not
responsible for the deaths caused by the gunman. Therefore, a rule utilitarian would say we should implement
the opposite rule: "don't harvest healthy people's organs to give them to sick people. Intuitively, there are
many cases where people do want to take the numbers involved into account. Another difficulty with
utilitarianism is that of comparing happiness among different people. This prediction, however, is precarious.
Third, and related to the problem of inter-species comparisons of pain and suffering, is Singer's analytic
framework. Whatever is useful to this queer normal man, and to his world, is absolutely useful. In response to
the protest, the experimenter proposes a "compromise" under which the experiment will be conducted, but will
be limited in duration to four minutes and fifty-nine seconds instead of five minutes. While rule utilitarians
can defend partiality, their commitment to maximizing overall utility also allows them to justify limits on the
degree of partiality that is morally permissible. As a result, people who are innocent are sometimes prosecuted,
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convicted, and punished for crimes they did not do. This is Shue's concept of the basic right of physical
security. For these reasons, partiality toward specific children can be impartially justified. As a result, they are
behooved to compromise with one another to avoid conflict, out of self-interest. Miller, in Chapter 6, argues
that Mill was a rule utilitarian. A response to this criticism is to point out that whilst seeming to resolve some
problems it introduces others. Mill's approach is to argue that the pleasures of the intellect are intrinsically
superior to physical pleasures. Analysis becomes problematic since most rights are arguably entitlements to
benefits that are exercised by increments. For example, it might be argued that it is "common sense" that one
should never sacrifice some humans for the happiness of other humans an ethical position famously explored
in Le Guin's modern fable " The Ones Who Walk Away From Omelas". Second, human rights could be
considered rules of thumb; although torture might be acceptable under some circumstances, as a rule it is
immoral. However, so much depends on the nature of the social contract. Once we embrace the act utilitarian
perspective, then every decision about how we should act will depend on the actual or foreseeable
consequences of the available options. Neither those born in a state's territory nor foreigners living in the
society are automatically citizens. My reason for proceeding in this manner is to try to keep my criteria as
uncomplicated and uncontroversial as possible. For these reasons, rule utilitarians support the use of stop signs
and other non-discretionary rules under some circumstances. Critics would then argue that this reduces rule
utilitarianism to act utilitarianism, and the rules become meaningless. This seems to tip the balance in favour
of saying that Mill is best classified as an act utilitarian. There was, however, no consideration of this by the
new welfarists; nor, as far as I am aware, was any such consideration urged by Singer.


